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INTRODUCTION

I grew up in upstate New York. My family was poor. We were one of a handful of Black families in a predominantly white trailer park. As a single mother raising four children, my mom worked tirelessly for us to survive. She would come home after working a three-to-eleven shift and pray. She would often pray that my older brother — older by two years — and I would stay the same height. Why? Because we owned two pairs of jeans. My brother would wear one pair and I wore the other. And, at nighttime, we would hand-wash those jeans so that we could switch jeans for the following day. I still have calluses on my hands from washing those jeans.

When I was twelve, on a chilly Saturday night in late summer 1998, my mom was working her regular shift. Around nine o’clock in the evening, a bunch of teenagers — all white or white-passing — wanted to play a game of hide and seek. They invited me to play. Why not? Hide and seek in a trailer park is interesting. Kids would climb up and hide on the roofs of trailers, behind the skirts of trailers, and in the sprawling green space that consisted of two trees and a couple of bushes.

The owner of one of the trailers called the police. They complained that someone was on top of their roof. The police showed up, which is to say the white police showed up. Rounded all of us into the street. There were about twenty-five of us — I was the youngest of the group,
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but cops tend to age Black kids by several years. I was the only Black kid. The cops singled me out, accused me of attempting to rob a home, and roughed me up. They threw me against their patrol car. I remember the pressure one officer put on the back of my neck as he pushed my head against the hood, yelling, “Don’t move!” My face opened up as it hit the metal of the car, with blood flowing from my nose and mouth. The other officer did a pat-down search. After they found nothing, they cuffed me and threw me in the back of a cop car. They said the most horrific things to me. Every other word out of their mouths was the N-word, usually followed by some threat — to hurt me, to imprison me, to kill me. The cops drove me around for about an hour. It felt like forever. I was bloodied up, crying, and could not stop thinking about my mom. I let her down. I should have stayed home that night. She was going to be upset with me not only because I got in trouble but also because the cops, in roughing me up, ripped my jeans. Those jeans my brother needed to wear the next day for church. Fortunately, I made it home that night. Bloodied. Beaten.

When my mom got home that night from work, she was visibly distraught. She sat me down. She gave me the talk.2 She looked at my jeans and said:

Brandon do not worry about it. Your jeans are torn up and cannot be fixed. We will replace them. Sometimes, in life, that is what is required. And, boy, I am not just talking about your clothes. You tear it down. You replace it with something better. We do not have much. I know. I am trying. But we do have our imaginations to fill our hearts, our minds, and our dreams. Brandon, do you hear me?

In the following weeks and months, my mom reached out to local attorneys, discovering firsthand much of what Professor Joanna Schwartz lays out so clearly in Shielded: How the Police Became Untouchable. Where we lived, there weren’t any lawyers with the skills and willingness to take on a case like mine. Even if there had been, the barriers Schwartz examines — pleading standards (pp. 39–43), the sad state of Fourth Amendment jurisprudence (pp. 62–64), the potential availability of qualified immunity (pp. 107–08), the difficulty of suing municipal governments (pp. 108–09), and the biases of judges (pp. 120–24) and juries (pp. 141–46) — would have made recovery difficult, if not impossible. Even if we had managed to win a suit against those police officers or their department, the systems of indemnification and compartmentalization Schwartz describes in Shielded would have prevented any change to police practices (pp. 113–14). There simply was no
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meaningful system for holding the police who assaulted, belittled, and terrorized me accountable.

For people without the lived experience of being scrutinized for potential criminality the instant police see you, Shielded can provide a glimpse into being on the business end of our brutal law enforcement system. Schwartz humanizes each of the barriers she discusses with the stories of real people from across American society. Most of them come from marginalized backgrounds, but a mental health crisis can send even a wealthy white man into the jaws of police brutality and the nightmare of trying to hold police accountable (pp. 33–35). Humanizing the victims of police brutality in this way allows the reader to empathize with them in ways that the mass media’s iconographic presentations of dead Black people fail to.3 Schwartz pairs this attention to human detail with empirical evidence on a systemic level collected over her career as a legal academic. The effect is breathtaking. Shielded is not merely a book on an important topic, but the right book — written both engagingly and persuasively — to spur conversation and action toward remedying the rotten system shielding law enforcement from accountability.

The system, alas, is working as it was designed.4 American professional policing can be traced to slave patrols in the South5 and efforts to suppress free labor in the North.6 This is nothing new; antidemocracy in American law frequently stems from fears that the masses might
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6 See Olivia B. Waxman, How the U.S. Got Its Police Force, TIME (May 18, 2017, 9:45 AM), https://time.com/4779112/police-history-origins [https://perma.cc/EMB3-W4XN] (tracing the rise in professional policing along with anxiety that labor organizing threatened the public order); Sidney L. Harring & Lorraine M. McMullin, The Buffalo Police 1872–1900 Labor Unrest, Political Power and the Creation of the Police Institution, CRIME & SOC. JUST., Fall–Winter 1975, at 5, 13 (describing how “additional police services” in one northern city were caused by “a growing problem of labor organization and demands for economic concessions from the owners of . . . businesses”); Hasbrouck, supra note 5, at 1114–16 (summarizing the early history of policing in America as a means of controlling labor).
threaten entrenched wealth. Antidemocracy demands hierarchies, which both demand and foster violence.

Policing is one of the state’s most effective means for enforcing those hierarchies. That violence still manifests as a direct means of enforcing racial hierarchies, as Eddie Parker and Michael Jenkins experienced at the hands of six white officers in Mississippi. Other times, that violence is employed simply to enforce the authority of government officials to act with impunity over the citizens they govern. These forms of hierarchy-enforcing police violence converged in the response to protests against the construction of a massive police training facility in Atlanta.
known as “Cop City.” The campaign of antiprotest violence escalated to the point of charging trespassers and vandals as terrorists. The state even arrested members of mutual aid organizations for providing bail support to the protestors. Fortunately, Atlanta voters will have the final say on the construction of Cop City, reasserting their democratic rights against a project of hierarchical control. The problem of police violence exemplifies the conflict between democracy and antidemocracy. Civil rights lawsuits remain an important tool for individuals to reassert their democratic rights against hierarchical state authority.

Hierarchies and their violence form the central social critique in Jordan Peele’s film, Us. The film’s main character, Adelaide, returns to a beach where, as a child, she experienced the trauma of an encounter with her duplicate in a house of mirrors, an experience that left her unable to speak at first. Below the house of mirrors, a vast underground structure housed soulless doubles of people from the surface world, one of whom was able to escape during a power outage. The film’s twist ending reveals that the adult Adelaide was not the child who entered the house of mirrors from the surface world, but the double from below. The original Adelaide has engineered the doubles’ violent emergence to kill and replace the surface-dwellers, which Adelaide and her family resist in a campaign of brutal violence. The film constructs a hierarchy between the happy surface-dwellers above and their miserable and soulless counterparts below, leading to a brutal conflict over the right to that joyful life above. The deconstruction of such hierarchies cannot be achieved on merely individual terms, though. Although Adelaide escaped her personal torment, she is willing to inflict great suffering on those who shared her former fate to defend her newfound

12 See Amna A. Akbar, The Fight Against Cop City, DISSERT, Spring 2023, at 62, 63–64 (describing a campaign of carceral violence against protestors, including the shooting death of Manuel Esteban Paez Terán, who appeared to be seated in a posture of surrender).
13 See id. at 64.
17 See id., supra note 1.
18 See id.
19 See id.
20 See id.
21 See id.
privilege.22 Such stark hierarchies cannot be dismantled by mere incre-
mentalism, and while I find much to agree with in Schwartz’s diagnosis
of the ills facing civil rights lawsuits, I fear that while her prescription
would bring some improvements, it cannot provide a complete cure.

This Review proceeds in three Parts. First, Part I examines Shielded’s text, highlighting Schwartz’s analysis of the problem of un-
accountable police, the many barriers to holding police accountable, and
her proposed solutions. Part II then critically examines Schwartz’s
work, examining pieces of the problem she left undiscussed and the rel-
ative shortcomings of her discussion of possible solutions. Finally, Part
III takes an abolitionist approach, delving into potential nonreformist reforms23 and the solution of full abolition, as well as examining the
most significant objection to abolitionist approaches: the problem of
violence.

I. A GROUNDBREAKINGLY COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS
OF THE SYSTEMS UNDERMINING CIVIL RIGHTS

But it is idle, utterly idle to dream of peace anywhere in this world,
while any part of the human family are the victims of marked
injustice and oppression.

— Frederick Douglass24

A few recent criminal convictions of current and former police offi-
cers for their roles in extrajudicial killings have briefly dominated the
national conversation about police accountability.25 Yet criminal pros-
secutions — and, for less extreme abuses, internal investigations — are
largely ineffective as a means of deterring police misconduct (pp. xi–xii).
Schwartz instead chooses to focus on civil rights lawsuits as the primary
means of holding police accountable and devotes most of Shielded
to the barriers those suits face (pp. xiii–xv). This is ground Schwartz

22 See id.
23 See Amna A. Akbar, Demands for a Democratic Political Economy, 134 HARV. L. REV. F.
90, 100–01 (2020) (describing “non-reformist reforms” as a framework for activists to democratize
power dynamics while materially improving the lives of ordinary people rather than fortifying cap-
italist interests).
24 Frederick Douglass, Address at the Congregational Church on the Twenty-First Anniversary
loc.gov/90898291 [https://perma.cc/SRV7-Z5L7]).
25 See, e.g., Janelle Griffith, Derek Chauvin Sentenced to 22.5 Years for the Murder of George
c-khauvin-be-sentenced-murder-death-george-floyd-11272332 [https://perma.cc/4XMA-U6W]; Dakin
Andone & Alta Spells, McMichaels Sentenced to Life Terms, William “Roddie” Bryan Gets 35 Years
for Federal Hate Crime Convictions in Ahmaud Arbery’s Killing, CNN (Aug. 9, 2022, 2:18 AM),
perma.cc/QG5Y-VH8Z].
knows well; *Shielded* distills for a popular audience much of Schwartz’s considerable body of work on civil rights lawsuits.26 Schwartz’s deep familiarity with empirical research into the efficacy of and barriers to civil rights lawsuits mixes seamlessly with anecdotes about how those barriers stymied civil rights plaintiffs from all walks of life.

Schwartz devotes most of her book to chapters exploring individual barriers to civil rights litigation, aside from an introductory chapter
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defining the problem to be discussed and a concluding chapter discussing potential solutions. This Part proceeds in similar fashion. First, section A examines Schwartz’s foundational chapter and how her definition of the problem shapes her analysis. Then, the next three sections deal with Schwartz’s barriers chapters, rearranged slightly into thematic groupings. Section B discusses the failures of actors within the legal system — lawyers, judges, and juries — to meaningfully hold police accountable in civil rights lawsuits. Section C examines doctrinal barriers to recovery: pleading standards, constitutional law, qualified immunity, limitations on municipal liability, and the unavailability of injunctive relief. Section D then deals with structural barriers beyond the courthouse: indemnification, local government budgeting, and institutional failures to learn from lawsuits. Finally, section E explores Schwartz’s suggestions for potential solutions.

A. Defining the Problem

Early in her introduction, Schwartz offers a succinct statement of why we should all be concerned with police accountability: “[P]olice sometimes egregiously abuse their authority” (p. xi). Whether police are ultimately a net good or a net harm to society, at least some police cause significant harm, such as the officers who killed George Floyd and Breonna Taylor (p. xi). People who endure such abusive policing often want not only punishment for the officers involved, but also an assurance that such harms won’t happen again (p. xi). Schwartz offers three forms this might take. Sometimes, police misconduct is so egregious as to warrant criminal charges (pp. xi–xii). Police departments might also implement their own disciplinary processes (p. xii). But the primary method of holding American police accountable — at least according to the Supreme Court — is the civil rights lawsuit (p. xiii). Because the first two solutions lie beyond victims’ and survivors’ control and so infrequently result in significant change, Schwartz confines her analysis to the third (pp. i–xiii).

But justice can be difficult to obtain through a civil rights lawsuit:

Courts, legislatures, and officials at every level of government have created so many protections for police officers and other government officials, at every stage of litigation, that a person who has had their life shaken to the very core by government misconduct can have the courthouse doors shut in their face. (p. xiii)

These barriers exist because of the fear that an easy path to relief for civil rights plaintiffs would overwhelm courthouses, enrich undeserving plaintiffs, bankrupt officers, and ultimately leave lawless danger in the wake of understaffed police departments (p. xv). Schwartz challenges that narrative, both from her own experience as a civil rights lawyer and her body of research (pp. xv–xvii). The Supreme Court labors under the impression that civil rights lawsuits have the power to motivate government officials to clean house when bad actors within police
departments are uncovered.\textsuperscript{27} Schwartz proposes that the barriers the Court and political actors have erected are so great that civil rights lawsuits act as neither a vehicle for individual relief nor a motivation for reform (pp. xiv–xv).

Schwartz’s first chapter proper consists of a history of civil rights litigation in the United States. Beginning with 42 U.S.C. § 1983’s origins in the Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871\textsuperscript{28} and the Supreme Court’s swift and brutal curtailment of its basis in the Fourteenth Amendment, this history highlights the relatively recent glimmer of hope that civil rights litigation could accomplish anything at all (pp. 3–6). This renewed strength only came in 1961 with \textit{Monroe v. Pape} \textsuperscript{29} (p. 10). And almost immediately, the same reactionary forces that doomed the Ku Klux Klan Act set to work curtailing the \textit{Monroe} decision, often through Supreme Court cases (pp. 11–14). Despite this weakening, civil rights lawsuits remain a central remedy for people harmed by police (p. 15). Because of their importance, the barriers civil rights lawsuits face merit the examination that makes up the bulk of \textit{Shielded}.

\textbf{B. Failures of Legal Actors}

Schwartz addresses barriers arising from three kinds of legal actors in \textit{Shielded}: lawyers, judges, and juries. Lawyers form a barrier to civil rights lawsuits largely because of the difficulty of getting one (p. 21). Judges form a barrier because the modern rules of federal procedure provide them many opportunities to engage in gatekeeping, frequently allowing them to keep a case from going to trial if they wish (p. 120). The barriers jurors erect are harder to evaluate due to the private nature of their deliberations, but pro-police biases within the community likely carry over into the jury room (p. 138). Schwartz devotes a chapter of \textit{Shielded} to each.

Given that plaintiffs file thousands of civil rights lawsuits each year, it might seem counterintuitive that the sheer unavailability of lawyers is a significant barrier. Yet “[l]ess than 1 percent of people who believe that their rights have been violated by the police ever file a lawsuit” (p. 21). Some of that is due to attorneys rejecting weak cases, but even more often there simply is no attorney to be found in a community — even one as large as Houston has only a handful of civil rights lawyers (pp. 20–21). Contingency fee arrangements and the unavailability of § 1988 legal fees in cases that settle can make civil rights cases without death or permanent disability economically unappealing for lawyers

\textsuperscript{27} See City of Newport v. Fact Concerts, Inc., 453 U.S. 247, 269 (1981) (rejecting the need for punitive damages to motivate the discharge of offending police and the removal of offending elected officials).


\textsuperscript{29} 365 U.S. 167, 172 (1961) (“Congress, in enacting § 1979, meant to give a remedy to parties deprived of constitutional rights, privileges and immunities by an official’s abuse of his position.”).
These economic barriers compound the problems of obtaining representation for those most likely to be harmed by police: “people of color, LGBTQ+ people, and people with mental illness” (pp. 27–28). Even those lawyers who take civil rights cases have proven less willing to do so lately due to the difficulties facing them (p. 29). Before a single doctrinal issue is raised, nearly every civil rights case is in jeopardy because of the unavailability of lawyers willing to take it.

The tremendous discretion granted to modern federal trial judges makes them some of the most powerful actors in the entire legal system (pp. 120–21). The assignment of trial judges — who have wildly varying views on issues central to civil rights litigation — can prove dispositive due to this discretion and the fact that they decide cases alone (pp. 121–22). Judges can shape the available evidence through discovery and motions practice, signaling their preferred outcomes even when they don’t grant final relief (pp. 132–33). This can lead to settlement, sometimes for much less than the real damages and costs plaintiffs incurred (p. 132). Even when it doesn’t, the outcome of those motions shapes the case the jury actually hears (pp. 120–21). When judges want to exercise their discretion against a civil rights plaintiff, they can become a significant barrier to relief (p. 124).

Even when civil rights claims do reach trial, juries are less likely to find for plaintiffs and award less money than they do in other types of cases (p. 137). Even those cases allegedly strong enough to attract a lawyer and survive summary judgment only succeed 15% of the time (pp. 137–38). Part of this can be attributed to public confidence in police, which historically has run high, only dipping to 48% in the wake of George Floyd’s murder (p. 138). Jurors’ politics, race, and views on authority can all shape their opinions of evidence (p. 140). Meanwhile, the methods of selecting and notifying federal juries can also shift the pool in the government’s favor by relying on a pool that systematically excludes large classes of citizens more likely to share plaintiffs’ views (pp. 141–44). Government defendants can also play to jurors’ prejudices by impeaching the plaintiff’s character through a variety of means often available against civil rights plaintiffs (pp. 145–46). Given their composition and biases, juries often provide the final shield for law enforcement (p. 155).

Schwartz uses these chapters to demonstrate how the legal system is composed of people, rather than just the mechanical application of laws and precedents. Those people come to each case with their own interests, goals, perspectives, and biases. Lawyers largely need an income, and the barriers to fee generation in civil rights litigation, along with the costs of opposing government defendants, make it a risky field of practice. Federal judges come to the bench with their own opinions of litigation — whether rooted in their experiences, politics, facts, or misconceptions — which can greatly influence their rulings. Jurors often reflect views held among society at large — including an inordinate
trust of police — which can sway their verdicts. These might be the hardest barriers to address. Unless we massively overhaul our capitalist economic system, lawyers are still going to need to get paid if they want to survive. Unless we create massive shifts in our cultural landscape, pro-police and anti-plaintiff biases in media will persist. Because these barriers are potentially so daunting, even plaintiffs with very real injuries who should prevail under existing law will often miss out on recovery.

C. Doctrinal Barriers

Even when lawyers are available and the judge and jury are at least not hostile to a civil rights plaintiff’s claims, Schwartz highlights several doctrinal barriers to relief. Onerous pleading standards can keep claims out of court for lacking information that a plaintiff needs the discovery process to obtain (p. 35). The Supreme Court’s interpretation of the Fourth Amendment’s reasonableness requirement can be so officer-friendly that grievous injuries might not even qualify as a constitutional violation (p. 52). Qualified immunity can block plaintiffs whose cases represent slightly novel fact patterns in civil rights litigation (p. 73). Municipalities enjoy special, harsher standards to protect them from liability for the misdeeds of the officers they train and employ (pp. 93–94). And individuals have almost no access to injunctive relief to seek reforms that could prevent their injuries from recurring for others (pp. 166–72). Schwartz tackles each of these barriers in turn.

While the Supreme Court has rejected heightened pleading standards for civil rights claims, its modern pleading standards are particularly burdensome on civil rights plaintiffs (pp. 39–43). Civil rights suits against institutional defendants typically require evidence that only the defendants possess (p. 43). Yet without alleging detailed, plausible facts beyond simple conclusions, civil rights plaintiffs’ suits are subject to dismissal under the Twombly and Iqbal standards (pp. 42–43). These standards, like so many of the barriers Schwartz discusses, are rooted in misconceptions. The Iqbal Court, like many courts in the past half century, believed a heightened standard was necessary to prevent needless discovery costs in weak or frivolous cases (p. 41). Yet discovery costs tend to align with the stakes of the case, and many of the civil rights cases that the heightened pleading standard dismisses are the sort that resulted in settlements or plaintiff’s verdicts in the decade leading up to Iqbal (pp. 42–43). Sometimes, public records lawsuits can help plaintiffs obtain necessary information for their civil rights cases, but this requires an attorney willing and able to do the additional work to obtain

it (pp. 46–47). But without this information, which institutional defendants often closely guard, civil rights lawsuits can be dead on arrival (p. 47).

The Fourth Amendment supposedly protects Americans from unreasonable searches and seizures.\(^{33}\) That protection governs most law enforcement interactions with the public (p. 53). Yet the Supreme Court’s extremely deferential standard of “reasonableness” often allows police to hurt and even kill “people who have done nothing wrong without violating their constitutional rights” (p. 52). By abandoning the probable cause standard to allow stops based on reasonable suspicion, the Court opened the gates for law enforcement to use myriad state and local laws to justify interfering in people’s lives (p. 56). These stops can be tense and rapidly turn violent (p. 57). Even in the home, where the Fourth Amendment is supposedly at its strongest, the Court has taken numerous opportunities to carve out exceptions for police (pp. 58–59). Since excessive force claims fall under the Fourth Amendment’s protection against unreasonable searches and seizures, the Court’s deferential reasonableness standard provides a barrier for plaintiffs here, too (p. 63). Even mistakes can justify the use of deadly force, if they can fit within the wide bounds of Fourth Amendment reasonableness (p. 66). Courts defer to police to determine what is reasonable, abrogating their interpretive responsibility.\(^{34}\) This erects a barrier to recovery for civil rights plaintiffs who are exactly the sort of clients Schwartz says civil rights lawyers prefer to represent — law-abiding, respectable, and grievously injured.

But eviscerating the Fourth Amendment wasn’t enough for the Supreme Court, which enacted a further barrier in qualified immunity (pp. 73–74). So long as no prior case with nearly identical facts pronounced that some conduct violated the Constitution, officers are given a pass the first time the issue is litigated (pp. 75–76). Even officers acting in bad faith can receive qualified immunity’s protection (p. 74). Schwartz points to the doctrine’s potential as a barrier through the example of George Floyd’s murder; while Minneapolis settled the case rather than let the courts handle it, officers in several states — but critically, none in the Eighth Circuit — have received qualified immunity for killing people by kneeling on their backs and necks (p. 77). Even worse, the Court no longer requires lower courts to evaluate whether the behavior is constitutional before granting qualified immunity (p. 78).

\(^{33}\) U.S. CONST. amend. IV (“The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.”).

\(^{34}\) See Brandon Hasbrouck, The Unconstitutional Police, 56 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 239, 259 (2021) (“The separation-of-powers concerns raised by police lawmaking go beyond the comparatively simple problem of insufficient legislative guidance, as police lawmaking involves a delegation of the judicial branch’s inherent powers and responsibilities.”).
Qualified immunity denials are also immediately appealable, so officers can add years of time and litigation costs to civil rights cases before discovery even begins (p. 79). Schwartz emphasizes the central absurdity of qualified immunity: it presumes officers have an operational understanding of the facts and holdings of literally thousands of court cases (p. 85). Schwartz offers some hope that this particular shield will fall soon (pp. 86–87). But until the Supreme Court or Congress reevaluates the doctrine, it remains a barrier to civil rights plaintiffs.

When victims of police brutality want to hold officers’ employers accountable, they face additional barriers. “Deeply and obviously dysfunctional police forces regularly escape liability for abuses by their officers” (p. 94). In other areas of law, vicarious liability allows plaintiffs to hold employers accountable for their employees’ misbehavior (pp. 99–100). The Supreme Court did not extend anything resembling employer liability to civil rights lawsuits until 1978, in *Monell v. Department of Social Services* 35 (p. 101). Even then, the decision required that plaintiffs in typical cases demonstrate that the constitutional violation was caused by a “policy or custom” 36 within the local government (p. 101). Since then, concerns that municipalities would be restricted by the judiciary in their decisionmaking and ability to respond to their communities’ needs, as well as fears that these communities would be unable to shoulder the financial burden of litigation under § 1983, led to a series of decisions curtailing vicarious liability (p. 102). This barrier becomes particularly difficult to surmount in combination with the *Iqbal* pleading standard (p. 108). Part of this stems from the difficulty of obtaining evidence that would indicate a pattern that would put a municipality on notice that its employees were likely to violate people’s rights (p. 109). Tragically, cities are so readily able to escape liability that they seldom face court orders or political pressure to change unconstitutional behaviors on a systemic level (p. 115). Given the desire Schwartz identified among so many people whose rights have been violated to see meaningful change and prevent others from sharing their fates, this barrier demands change even more urgently than many others.

For many civil rights plaintiffs, a driving goal of litigation is reform (p. 177). From the late 1930s to the 1960s, this was often possible through requests for injunctive relief (pp. 161–64). But as the Supreme Court has become more conservative, its hostility to injunctive relief has increased (p. 164). The Court ignored the Reconstruction Amendments’ intended shift in the federal-state relationship 37 and refused to allow injunctive relief against prosecutors and judges — even those engaged
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36 Id. at 694.
in blatantly racist practices (p. 166). The Court later overruled an order implementing new police department policies — policies the department helped draft — as an impermissible overstep into the department’s latitude in conducting its affairs (p. 168). Even a clearly unconstitutional policy of using chokeholds was beyond the scope of permissible injunctive relief (pp. 169–70). While particular distinct circumstances can permit injunctive relief, they remain cabined (p. 172). Congress responded with authorization for the Department of Justice to seek injunctions, but when the present administration is not bothered by the manner in which an individual’s rights are violated, this authorization affords little relief (pp. 172–73). This barrier, among the doctrinal ones, seems especially cruel, as those abused by the police have no control over whether they have access to injunctive relief or not. Schwartz separated it from the other doctrinal barriers by addressing it after judges and juries, in closer proximity to the barriers of extrajudicial systems; the political aspect of the barrier makes that a savvy juxtaposition.

In some respects, the doctrinal barriers should be the easiest to challenge systemically. They arise not from culture, politics, or economic interests, but from the courts themselves. With the exception of injunctive relief, Schwartz addresses all doctrinal barriers before discussing judges and juries, reflecting that remedying these barriers is primarily obstructed by civil rights plaintiffs’ ability to find lawyers to represent them. Good legislation or appellate decisions could easily effect a substantial change to these barriers. Yet there are several barriers at play here, and Schwartz is right to treat them as separate pieces of the puzzle, all of which must be surmounted.

D. Structural Barriers

Beyond the court system and the law, several further barriers to meaningful civil rights relief function systemically. When local governments indemnify their police officers for civil rights abuses, they ensure that those officers will never experience the financial consequences of their actions (p. 179). Local governments use insurance or general funds to ensure that police departments do not suffer those financial consequences, either (pp. 205–07). Unsurprisingly, those officers and departments seldom give enough thought to the civil rights lawsuits they face to learn from them and amend their behaviors (pp. 215–16). Schwartz saves these structural barriers for last. Even if the justice system were full of good faith actors who ensured that civil rights plaintiffs recovered to the extent the law demands, and even if the doctrinal barriers those plaintiffs face were leveled, civil rights lawsuits can do little to change the behaviors of police officers and departments insulated from and ignorant of the suits against them.

Many justifications for the barriers to civil rights lawsuits that Schwartz discusses rely on the notion that financially burdening police
officers for decisions in heated moments would be unfair. Yet, those financial burdens almost never exist because of the practice of indemnification (p. 179). “Although laws, rules, and informal practices have changed over time, the outcome — that officers rarely pay — appears always to have been true” (p. 185). Indemnification is not just the norm — it’s often a matter of state law (p. 187). Despite the logic of such statutes largely focusing on protecting officers who acted in an essentially proper manner, in practice they grant a blanket immunity even to bad faith actors (p. 188). Perversely, the attorneys for municipalities often discourage civil rights plaintiffs with the threat that they won’t indemnify their officers (p. 190). Without the city’s indemnification, officers might lack the means to pay judgments — and the city would certainly lack any incentive to change its police department’s practices. Without indemnification, plaintiffs often simply won’t file against the officer, who can likely enjoy the protections of bankruptcy (p. 193). Schwartz’s anecdote for this section is particularly poignant, as it comes from her own practice (p. 182). And while her client was ultimately compensated, the officer who abused him escaped any financial consequences and was later arrested on unrelated homicide charges (pp. 184, 194). Indemnification creates a perverse web of incentives around civil rights litigation that serves as a strong barrier to recovery and change.

The Supreme Court has shaped its civil rights jurisprudence around concerns about the effect of lawsuits on local government budgets (pp. 200–01). Yet, as Schwartz points out, local governments were paying out claims against their officers even before the Court opened up § 1983 litigation (pp. 199–200). “As a practical reality of government budgeting, that money often ends up being pulled from the crevices of local government budgets that are earmarked for the least powerful: the people whose objections will carry the least political weight; the same marginalized people disproportionately likely to be abused by police” (p. 198). Municipal budgeting practices for civil rights claims manage to disproportionately harm those who need help most while representing only a small portion of overall budgets (pp. 202–03). Smaller cities tend to handle their exposure through liability insurance for only a small percentage of their total budgets (p. 203). In either system, the money almost never comes from police departments’ bottom lines (p. 204). In the few municipalities that do pay settlements and judgments from police budgets, the departments take it as an opportunity to learn from their mistakes (p. 205). Schwartz points out that a shift in how police departments deal with civil rights liability payments could shift not just street-level practices, but the way those departments defend lawsuits (p. 206). While plaintiffs’ attorneys are often accused of seeking exorbitant fees, cities’ defense attorneys are often even more expensive (p. 207). Although these budgeting practices generally do not represent a barrier to plaintiffs’ recovery, Schwartz demonstrates how their pernicious
effects on law enforcement and litigation strategy represent a significant barrier to self-correction.

While the minority practice of making police departments budget for their civil rights liability points to a better operating philosophy, Schwartz shows that budgeting is hardly the only area of institutional failure to learn from lawsuits. Some police officers persist in violating people’s rights even after a dozen or more suits (p. 211). Worse, their departments may not even know who the worst offenders are — and that they’re clustered in a single unit (pp. 211–13). Even when cities’ financial officials recommend analyzing civil rights claims to find patterns that could help minimize liability by disciplining and firing officers, their cities seldom do so (pp. 215–16). Even in claims pursued through alternatives to litigation, departments are unstructured in investigating and uncompelled in learning from civilian complaints (pp. 216–17). Despite the ways the other barriers Schwartz identifies push claims toward settlement, officials then use the settlement posture of those claims to challenge their reliability and oppose data collection (pp. 218–19). Even when officials are encouraged to review lawsuit and settlement data, if that data is incomplete, it can be next to useless for enacting policy changes (pp. 220–21). Schwartz closes the chapter with perhaps the most disheartening observation of the entire book: “If police officials don’t gather and analyze information from lawsuits, they can’t possibly learn from them” (p. 223). And if they don’t learn, they are exceedingly unlikely to change for the better.

These structural barriers could prove the most difficult to remedy. Institutions persist in part because of their tendency to preserve incentives between those in power and new members.38 If the institution’s culture is rotten, the rot will tend to spread to new members as they grow accustomed to their environment. Without broad and concerted efforts to eradicate such issues from an institution, it is unlikely to improve. Indemnification, budgeting, and the failure to study past mistakes all further shield institutional culture. Because police violate people’s civil rights as a part of their institutional culture, challenging and remedying that culture are essential to obtaining justice beyond the granularity of individual cases. After the bleak revelation that municipal institutions largely are set up to resist any improvement, Schwartz is finally prepared to begin discussing solutions in earnest.

E. Possible Solutions

Schwartz’s final chapter lays out a number of solutions under the title, “A Better Way” (p. 225). None of these solutions is — or is intended
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38 Daron Acemoglu & James A. Robinson, *De Facto Political Power and Institutional Persistence*, 96 AM. ECON. REV. 325, 329 (2006) (“The reason for persistence is therefore not persistence of the elites, but the persistence of incentives of whoever is in power to distort the system for their own benefit.”).
to be — sufficient to repair either our system of civil rights lawsuits or our police departments (p. 233). Yet together, they represent a better alternative to the present status quo of unredressed abuses. They come from a vision of civil rights lawsuits reflecting:

the Supreme Court's most optimistic descriptions of the purposes that § 1983 suits should serve. People whose rights have been violated should be able to recover money to compensate them for their losses, and these cases should lead officers and their government employers to take steps that make similar harms less likely to recur. (p. 225)

While Schwartz discusses some necessary changes and explores individual barriers to relief, it is here, once she has laid out the interactions among those barriers, that she can most fruitfully discuss remedies. Before discussing remedies in earnest, she recounts the barriers once more (pp. 225–26).

Schwartz begins her discussion of remedies with qualified immunity, in part because of its prominence in contemporary political debate (pp. 227–28). Following Shielded’s discussion of the network of barriers facing civil rights plaintiffs, her contention is that ending qualified immunity will neither expose officers and departments to crushing litigation costs nor “usher in a golden age of police accountability” (p. 229). Schwartz contends that ending qualified immunity is necessary, but woefully insufficient (p. 229). Focusing entirely on that political fight while ignoring other doctrinal barriers would invite failure to meaningfully hold police accountable.

Schwartz presents strengthening municipal liability as a critical step in actualizing the dual goals of § 1983 (p. 230). This could happen in multiple ways, such as ending the Monell standards or guaranteeing indemnification (p. 230). Mandatory indemnification increases incentives on local governments to learn from civil rights suits and manage their police departments, but also risks further isolating officers from the consequences of their actions (pp. 230–31). Schwartz sees a potential solution to this in legislation such as Colorado’s indemnification law, which requires indemnification unless officers have been convicted of a crime, while allowing municipalities to require officer contributions for bad faith acts (p. 231). Schwartz argues against the criminal conviction carve-out — after all, this leaves some of the most harmed targets of police abuse with no practical recourse (p. 231). Yet the infrequency of criminal convictions for police should make this a rather small carve-out indeed (p. 231). Cities can also adopt contribution policies without waiting for state legislatures (pp. 231–32). The combination of a guarantee that the city will pay when an officer’s behavior is found to violate the Constitution, along with financial sanctions for officers who act in bad faith, would serve to focus incentives for better policies and behavior on the appropriate actors (p. 232).

Schwartz also examines the need for change around actors in the legal system. She applauds the NAACP Legal Defense Fund’s
Marshall-Motley Scholars Program for its initiative to create a law-
school-to-civil-rights-litigator pipeline in the South (p. 236). She calls
for the expansion of federal jury pools beyond simply registered voters,
such as the practice in some districts of including anyone with a state
identification card or who has applied for unemployment benefits
(p. 237). Schwartz also calls, as I have, for the diversification of the
federal bench (p. 237). These changes have the potential to expand the
pool of perspectives involved in deciding contentious matters at the
heart of civil rights cases (pp. 236–38).

The changes Schwartz proposes are not a panacea for the rot infect-
ing American law enforcement. Even if they would meaningfully im-
prove things, they depend on political will (p. 238). Even presented with
clear evidence and reasoned arguments, politicians are still prone to fear
(p. 240). The political momentum following George Floyd’s murder re-
sulted in many proposed bills, but most failed, with the notable excep-
tion of Colorado’s (pp. 238–39). Schwartz’s closing meditation remarks
upon an important — and harrowing — truth: courts, legislators, and
local government officials are afraid of too much justice (p. 240). Our
system remains unjust because too many of our fellow citizens prefer
injustice. We will not achieve meaningful change without elevating the
love of justice above overblown fears.

II. EVEN ANALYSIS THIS COMPLETE HAS ROOM TO GROW

We must not pretend that the countless people who are routinely
targeted by police are “isolated.” They are the canaries in the coal
mine whose deaths, civil and literal, warn us that no one can breathe
in this atmosphere.

— Justice Sotomayor

Shielded is groundbreaking in its scope. While Schwartz is hardly
the first scholar to examine barriers to civil rights suits — she cites to
her predecessors and compatriots in this field throughout Shielded —
the breadth of empirical research she brings to bear is extraordinary.
Yet even an examination this broad and deep can leave significant ter-
ritory unexplored. Schwartz gives short shrift to the roles of the political

39 See Brandon Hasbrouck, Opinion, Pack the Court with Color-Conscious Justices,
RICHMOND TIMES-DISPATCH (Oct. 8, 2020), https://richmond.com/opinion/columnists/brandon-
hasbrouck-column-pack-the-court-with-color-conscious-justices/article_3d0ab399-0a70-51d0-a144-
a899dd66f158.html [https://perma.cc/72HX-7X97]; Brandon Hasbrouck, Movement Judges, 97
N.Y.U. L. REV. 631, 666 (2022) (applauding the Biden Administration’s efforts to diversify the
bench and calling for the more deliberate appointment of judges who have lived and worked in
solidarity with marginalized communities).
forces behind the fallacious justifications for police untouchability and of police unions. Nor does she address the potential harms of over-deterrence, which has the potential to lead to a violation of the abolitionist intent of the Fourteenth Amendment through the withdrawal of police protection. Furthermore, her discussion of potential solutions, while a long chapter, is short by comparison to her analysis of the problems. Finally, the solutions she does address are left incomplete — though perhaps this leaves open the possibility of a second, more prescriptive volume in the future. This Part first discusses the missing pieces of the problem in Shielded. Then, it proceeds with an examination of where Schwartz’s discussion of solutions falls short.

A. Missing Pieces of the Problem

While Schwartz’s analysis is thorough, it leaves a few potential shields unaddressed. This section addresses in turn the political forces pushing bad faith arguments to protect abusive police and the outsized power of police unions, both of which Schwartz leaves relatively unaddressed in Shielded. Then, it proceeds with a more complex discussion of the problem of over-deterrence, both as an instance of the political gestalt leading to unreasonable police support and as a potential manner in which police can unaccountably violate the rights of members of the public. These critiques build on criticisms other reviewers — such as Professors Aziz Z. Huq and Peter H. Schuck — have raised elsewhere.

The political forces arrayed against police reform can be staggering. Conservatives treat any effort to transform American police into something other than a colonial army occupying marginalized communities as an existential threat. So-called moderates balk at the notion of any

43 See id. (describing the potential for police to avoid potentially tense interactions with the public because of the greater risk of criticism for wrong action than for inaction).
44 See Hashbrouck, supra note 37, at 157 (“Yet the original, abolitionist doctrine of protection asked instead: Does the law protect all those subject to it?”).
45 See, e.g., Huq, supra note 41; Schuck, supra note 42.
systemic reform. Even supposed liberals can be rallied to support a muscular system of carceral violence to avoid appearing soft on crime. These politicians are, in some ways, responding to their constituents, whose views on the danger crime poses and the protection police afford them are shaped by the media. The reason for this cultural phenomenon can be found by looking to who benefits. America’s economic hierarchies emerged on the plantations, and the wealthy class that emerged at the top has sought to insulate itself with racial and economic hierarchies ever since. It should perhaps be unsurprising that this class would look to maintain an institution created to control labor — free factory workers in the North and enslaved farm workers in the South. While Schwartz’s anecdotes make clear that policing’s harms fall on Americans across racial and class lines, she acknowledges that they fall disproportionately on people of color (p. xix). The disproportionate

47 See Candice Norwood, Democrats’ Police Reform Bill Faces Opposition in the Senate — But That’s Only the First Hurdle, PBS (Mar. 5, 2021, 5:33 PM), https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/democrats-police-reform-bill-faces-opposition-in-the-senate-but-thats-only-the-first-hurdle (though advocates say the bill is long overdue after years of racial bias in policing and growing pressure to address systemic racism, it faces a tough challenge ahead from moderate Democrats and Republicans in the Senate, who argue the legislation will drain resources from law enforcement and jeopardize officer safety.).

48 See Udi Ofer, Politicians’ Tough-on-Crime Messaging Could Have Devastating Consequences, TIME (Nov. 3, 2022, 10:54 AM), https://time.com/6227704/politicians-crime-messaging-mass-incarceration (in response, many Democrats are touting their own tough-on-crime message. They’re slamming Republicans as the ones who are soft on crime and not ‘backing the blue,’ as well as attacking parole reform, bail reform, and efforts to no longer prosecute drug possession.).

49 See Sarah Eschholz, The Media and Fear of Crime: A Survey of the Research, 9 U. FLA. J.L. & PUB. POL’Y 37, 50 (1997) (“The media play a critical role in energizing public fear by decontextualizing crimes and publicizing certain crimes in disproportion to their actual occurrence.”); Matthew J. Dolliver et al., Examining the Relationship Between Media Consumption, Fear of Crime, and Support for Controversial Criminal Justice Policies Using a Nationally Representative Sample, 34 J. CONTEMP. CRIM. JUST. 399, 414 (2018) (“Those who have greater exposure to the media, as measured in this more holistic way, are more fearful of becoming victims of crime in the future and that heightened fear translates into greater support for punitive and defensive criminal justice policies.”); Abigail Weinberg, “It Creates a Culture of Fear”: How Crime Tracking Apps Incite Unnecessary Panic, MOTHER JONES (Aug. 9, 2019), https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2019/08/it-creates-a-culture-of-fear-how-crime-tracking-apps-incite-unnecessary-panic (experts say that constant notifications about local crime, sent to thousands of city dwellers multiple times a day, can actually create a culture of fear. What’s more, when people are unduly afraid of their neighborhoods, that paranoia is often misdirected at people of color.).

50 See generally Matthew Desmond, In Order to Understand the Brutality of American Capitalism, You Have to Start on the Plantation, N.Y. TIMES MAG. (Aug. 14, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/08/14/magazine/slavery-capitalism.html (tracing the origins of American wealth to slavery and demonstrating the ways the inheritors of that wealth used racial and economic hierarchies to preserve their status).

51 See Hasbrouck, supra note 5, at 1114–17 (summarizing the origins of American policing).
power of those who would prefer this status quo creates a political milieu in which police reform approaches the status of a third rail. The resulting taboo stifles discussion of serious reforms, creating an overarching shield for police that supports nearly all of the others Schwartz identified. If this taboo could be lifted, though, Congress could exercise its considerable power to regulate policing. Our core civil rights statutes are grounded in Congress’s powers under the Reconstruction Amendments. Congressional findings that the problems these statutes were drafted to remedy remain pervasive would serve as ample justification for amending those statutes to enact the sorts of changes that Schwartz’s book and this Review advocate. Congress would be well within its Spending Clause authority to authorize funding for legal services attorneys to represent civil rights plaintiffs. An amendment to the Rules Enabling Act could potentially

52 See Mike Kelly, New Jersey May Actually Lead America Toward Police Reform, NORTHJERSEY.COM (Apr. 20, 2021, 12:54 PM), https://www.northjersey.com/story/news/columnists/mike-kelly/2021/04/16/nj-police-reform-united-states-example-mike-kelly/7220108002 [https://perma.cc/TD9B-YL4B] (“Many elected officials viewed police reform as a dangerous ‘third rail’ of politics. Any political figure who demanded significant police reforms would likely be targeted for defeat at the ballot box by the powerful police unions who represent the more than 38,000 cops in New Jersey.”).

53 See, e.g., Aziz Huq et al., Governing Through Gun Crime: How Chicago Funded Police After the 2020 BLM Protests, 135 HARV. L. REV. F. 473, 474 (2022) (“Through increased rhetoric about illegal guns and heightened enforcement of gun possession laws, Chicago’s mayor and police chief have managed to legitimize an increase in policing that widened racial inequalities at a time of unprecedented pressure from activists.”).

54 See Hasbrouck, supra note 5, at 1124–25 (discussing Congress’s powers to regulate policing under the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments).

55 Compare 42 U.S.C. § 1983, with Act of April 20, 1871, Pub. L. No. 42-22, § 1, 17 Stat. 13. This example is particularly demonstrative of congressional power, as qualified immunity could be eliminated simply by restoring the phrase “any such law, statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage of the State to the contrary notwithstanding” to § 1983. Id.; see Alexander A. Reinert, Qualified Immunity’s Flawed Foundation, 111 CALIF. L. REV. 201, 207 (2023) (“[T]he Reconstruction Congress adopted explicit text that displaced common law defenses when it enacted the original version of Section 1983.”).

56 See Mark Seidenfeld, The Bounds of Congress’s Spending Power, 61 ARIZ. L. REV. 1, 3–4 (2019) (discussing the generally broad power of Congress to spend its allocated budget to promote the general welfare — so long as a willing seller exists); Madeleine O’Neill, Maryland’s Access to Counsel in Evictions Program Readies to Launch with New Funding, DAILY REC. (Apr. 13, 2022), https://thedailyrecord.com/2022/04/13/marylands-access-to-counsel-in-evictions-program-readies-to-launch-with-new-funding [https://perma.cc/4JXZ-WUNJ] (describing a state program providing funding for a right to counsel in civil matters where none previously existed). The Spending Clause is a likelier vehicle for providing effective representation than attempting to directly forbid settlements that prevent attorneys from recovering adequate fees for their time expenditures. See Thomas B. Colby & Peter J. Smith, The Return of Lochner, 100 CORNELL L. REV. 527, 601 (2015) (“Unlike in 1984, it is today entirely plausible, under the iteration of originalism that currently prevails in sophisticated conservative circles, to claim that the original meaning of the Constitution embraces unenumerated economic rights.”).

alter the *Iqbal* standard of pleading. The national will necessary for Congress to attempt some of these remedies is not so hard to imagine. On the local level, though, that will appears elusive. With so much police policy set at the local level, the difficulty of effecting change there is particularly damning to even the mildest reform efforts.

*Shielded* also gives little more than a passing mention to the power of police unions. While Schwartz discusses their rise to power in her history lesson, she does not discuss that power in detail (p. 13). Yet these unions exert powerful influence over any policymaking that might require law enforcement to act with less than complete impunity. Police unions insulate a violent and oppressive institution against all manner of change. It is police unions that demand and control the arbitration process that so often prevents officer discipline. Even when city and police department officials want to get rid of abusive officers, these union-backed disciplinary procedures often prevent them from doing so. Furthermore, arbitration proceedings help keep officer disciplinary
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60 See Sarah A. Seo & Daniel Richman, Opinion, *Police Reform Won’t Work Unless It Involves Federal and State Governments*, WASH. POST (July 7, 2020, 6:00 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2020/07/07/police-reform-wont-work-unless-it-involves-federal-state-governments [https://perma.cc/MT73-PVTX] (“While Americans have traditionally celebrated local governments as crucibles of democracy, localism’s dark side has been bound with the unjust racial history of policing in the United States. Minority groups’ historical lack of political power ensured that the police would neglect their needs or, worse, abuse them with impunity.”).

61 See Damali Ramirez et al., *How the Push and Pull of Unions Is Hindering Police Reform Around the Country*, NEWS21 (Dec. 18, 2022, 6:00 AM), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2022/12/18/police-reform-unions-role/10849108002 [https://perma.cc/MJQG-S8ED] (“They can negotiate protections into their contracts. They can use their money and influence to lobby legislators and support political candidates. And they can hire attorneys to fight policies — and people — they don’t like.”).

62 See Benjamin Levin, *What’s Wrong with Police Unions?*, 120 COLUM. L. REV. 1333, 1397 (2020) (summarizing the abolitionist critique of police unions not for their status quo, but because they are necessarily “committed to preserving their jobs and the institution of the police”).

63 See Stephen Rushin, *Police Arbitration*, 74 VAND. L. REV. 1023, 1037 (2021) (“These limitations are derived from several sources, including police union contracts . . . . In many jurisdictions, statutes permitting police officers to collectively bargain] empower[] police unions to negotiate internal disciplinary procedures.”); Editorial Board, Opinion, *To Hold Police Accountable, As the Arbitrators*, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 3, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/03/opinion/sunday/police-arbitration-reform-unions.html [https://perma.cc/QJTK-RJE8] (“These cases also demoralize mayors and police chiefs who have worked hard to remove problem officers, only to face orders from unelected arbitrators to give those abusive officers their badges and guns back.”).

records private, frustrating plaintiffs who need evidence for their civil rights claims.\footnote{See Nick Grube, Police Arbitration Decisions Are Raising Concerns Throughout the Country, HONOLULU CIV. BEAT (Nov. 15, 2021), https://www.civilbeat.org/2021/11/police-arbitration-decisions-are-raising-concerns-throughout-the-country (Police departments and, more specifically, police unions, have gone to great lengths to keep officers’ disciplinary records hidden from public view, including in Hawai‘i, by filing lawsuits, staging protests and threatening electoral consequences for politicians advocating for more openness.
}). The potent shield police unions provide to their abusive members is a glaring omission from Shielded’s otherwise thorough analysis.

Schuck also raises the potential problem of overdeterrence as a serious issue missing from Schwartz’s analysis.\footnote{Schuck, supra note 42.} Schuck’s concern focuses on the potential that police officers will respond to a more equitable liability regime with “high quit rates, and difficulties in recruiting new officers.”\footnote{Id.} But if police officers are only willing to work if they have free rein to be warrior cops authorized to use force with little regard for the Constitution, is it actually a problem to lose them? The danger is not so much one of losing officers who fear accountability, but of the breakdown in the department’s ability to provide any services at all as it loses bodies. If the remaining officers are not repurposed in roles that are substantially more affirming of life and liberty, those portions of police work that meaningfully contribute to public safety\footnote{For all that I would prefer to see them replaced with an institution compatible with abolition democracy, police are currently our society’s method of providing protection. As I have argued before, the Fourteenth Amendment, properly understood in its original, abolitionist context, obligates state governments to provide protection to the people, and to do so in an equitable manner. See Hasbrouck, supra note 37, at 157 (“The right to equal protection was not so much a right of equal protection against the government, but a duty of the government to provide protection — including against private action — to the people as equals.”).} will likely be underserved as the remaining officers continue to attempt to perform all of their current functions. The implied threat from abusive officers that they will allow public safety to suffer if anyone attempts to hold them accountable thus functions as a practical barrier to incrementalist change and accountability. This threat serves as a compelling reason to consider whether incremental change is even possible, and to favor a more radical reimagining of the role of police in American society.

B. Relatively Little Is Said Here About Solutions, And Those Discussed Are Incomplete

Schwartz’s analysis in Shielded provides perhaps the most comprehensive diagnosis to date of the problems facing civil rights lawsuits in America. The breadth of the work implies a depth of consideration over the decades that Schwartz has studied this field that makes Shielded’s relatively short discussion of solutions appear inadequate by comparison. This disappointment is further complicated by the problem
that the solutions in Shielded’s final chapter are clearly incomplete. Even confining their scope to the incrementalist scale of the other solutions Schwartz discusses, the analysis lacks serious engagement with the doctrinal barriers that compose so much of Shielded’s text.

Given the presentation of the barriers as interlocking problems, Schultz should have discussed the practicalities of enacting legislation to simultaneously address several of them. While this is essentially what the Colorado legislation she discusses as a gold standard for reform does, other combinations would be possible at the federal level (p. 235). How would a federal bill eliminating qualified immunity, establishing a limited discovery procedure for civil rights lawsuits before the adjudication of a motion to dismiss, and providing funding for legal services attorneys to bring civil rights litigation change the civil rights landscape? What about a bill explicitly providing for municipal liability, requiring federal courts to expand their jury pools, and allowing plaintiffs’ attorneys to recover liquidated fees when cases settle after lengthy litigation? The possible combinations are perhaps too lengthy to list. Still, pointing to a better way to balance the interests of parties to civil rights lawsuits would be more meaningful with a broader array of options to consider.

Congress’s actual efforts to address police abuses against the public include several provisions meant to counteract pieces of the police-unaccountability machine. Even the mildest reforms, though, are likely to struggle to pass on the federal level so long as the Senate maintains its antidemocratic cloture rules. Their prospects are dim not because such proposals are thoughtful, complex, or potentially effective — they’re dim because anti-Black political forces will always oppose measures that challenge white supremacy’s ostensibly neutral institutions.

Schwartz would also have done well to include solutions that address not just the processes of civil rights litigation, but the root causes of those cases. Civil rights lawsuits, even successful ones, only address those root causes if local governments can and do want to change. But

69 Currently, Legal Services Corporation–funded organizations cannot represent prisoners or most noncitizens, severely curtailing their civil rights activities. See 42 U.S.C. §§ 2996–2996l; 45 C.F.R. §§ 1626, 1637 (2020).


72 See id. (“The GOP, which is currently waging a virulent, racist assault on the rule of law, wasn’t going to support a reform bill that uses law to protect Black lives . . . [T]hey don’t see law as legitimate when it defends nonwhite people.”).
as Schwartz points out, many have no interest in learning from lawsuits. Labor and political pressures discourage such consideration and reform. But most civil rights plaintiffs really want to see change that prevents others from suffering as they did (p. 223). Police and government intransigence are the biggest barrier to that — and will remain even if all of the other barriers Schwartz discussed are eradicated. *Shielded* suffers for not discussing how we could make civil rights lawsuits unnecessary by stopping the harms they’re meant to redress before they occur.

### III. ABOLITIONIST ALTERNATIVES

*When you see a police officer pressing his knee into a Black man’s neck until he dies, that’s the logical result of policing in America.*

> — Mariame Kaba

As this Review’s chief criticism of *Shielded* is the work’s relatively incomplete analysis of solutions, this Part largely consists of an exploration of some of the solutions that Schwartz left too lightly discussed. Several of these solutions could be grouped together under the umbrella of “nonreformist reforms” — dramatic, systemic changes to the status quo. These include barring abusive police from working in law enforcement, dramatically curtailing patrols of marginalized communities, and disarming the police. Admittedly, some of these go beyond the scope of *Shielded*; whereas Schwartz focuses on removing barriers to the success of civil rights lawsuits, these approaches look more fundamentally at removing the need for them in the first place. Going even further, this Part then explores how the problem of police abuses can be remedied entirely by simply abolishing the police. Finally, this Part concludes with a discussion of some common objections to abolition, such as the problem of how to confront violence as a society.

#### A. Nonreformist Reforms

Nonreformist reforms begin from an assumption that power should be allocated more democratically to allow ordinary people to develop the tools to improve their own lives and those of people in their
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73 See supra section II.A, pp. 913–17.
75 In fairness to Schwartz, she does mention firing abusive police and reducing interactions with the police as part of the solution (pp. 231, 238). This suggestion is meant to expand upon her brief mention of those ideas.
communities. The changes discussed here might fit within the ambit of defunding the police, but stop short of actual abolition, as they retain the assumption that there will still actually be police — just not as we know them. Even if we as a society decide we must have police, we can dramatically change what that means to make them less of a force of marginalization. We can implement mechanisms that ensure that abusive police can no longer be employed in law enforcement. We can shift the focus of policing from patrols and arrests to responding to and investigating serious crimes. We can make armed policing an exceptional response to exceptionally violent circumstances rather than the default. All of these would require radically different approaches to our relationship with policing, but have the potential to reduce the harms of policing significantly — particularly if we implement them as a package.

1. Police Can’t Hurt People Again if They Stop Being Police. — Just as police officers are shielded from lawsuits, they also have shields against employment consequences. First, departments are reluctant to take any kind of disciplinary action against police officers in the first place, as Schwartz notes (p. xii). Even if they want to, officers often cooperate to protect each other in a “blue wall of silence.” Worse, their officers sometimes conspire to prevent serious review of their wrongdoing — a process Schwartz documents in the example of Anthony Abbate’s off-duty assault on Karolina Obrycka, a bartender who refused to serve him after he was abusive and clearly intoxicated (pp. 195–97). An officer who breaks ranks to expose the abuses of other officers will likely face ostracism within the department. Even when there is evidence of an officer’s wrongdoing, police unions go into overdrive to protect abusive officers’ jobs and reputations. Those unions have also bargained for arbitration procedures that often restore fired officers’ jobs — with back pay. It is almost as difficult to fire a police officer for abusive conduct as it is to convict one of a crime. And even when

76 See Amna A. Akbar, Non-reformist Reforms and Struggles over Life, Death, and Democracy, 132 YALE L.J. 2497, 2507 (2023).
80 Kelly et al., supra note 64.
cops lose their jobs for misconduct, they can often just go to another department.\textsuperscript{81}

Interrupting that process completely would require national action. Even though a given jurisdiction could choose to require full background checks on prospective police officers, if the requirement is not universal, they can simply go elsewhere. Congress is better positioned than the states to disrupt the employment protections police officers currently enjoy, by way of its Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendment powers.\textsuperscript{82} Congress could also task the Department of Justice with establishing procedures for identifying officers who violate people’s constitutional rights and holding hearings to strip them of any law enforcement powers. Congress could also strengthen federal civil rights statutes to further discourage police conspiracies to cover up the misdeeds of officers and give officers a cause of action against retaliation.

Unlike the other nonreformist reforms below, this set of suggestions is largely reactive in that it would not prevent an officer’s first constitutional transgression but hopefully make it the last. This would hopefully have some deterrence value, but like police themselves, its primary ability to redress harms comes only after they occur.\textsuperscript{83} Yet a permanent legal disability preventing employment in law enforcement could prove a potent means of directly responding to constitutional violations. This would align the response to the original wisdom behind a phrase so often used today to excuse police misconduct: if “a few bad apples” would spoil the bunch, the lesson must be to excise them from the rest to save the whole from their rot.\textsuperscript{84}

\textsuperscript{81} See Timothy Williams, Cast-Out Police Officers Are Often Hired in Other Cities, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 10, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/11/us/whereabouts-of-cast-out-police-officers-other-cities-often-hire-them.html[https://perma.cc/FV8W-XXNZ](“[A] lack of coordination among law enforcement agencies, opposition from police executives and unions, and an absence of federal guidance have meant that in many cases police departments do not know the background of prospective officers if they fail to disclose a troubled work history.”).

\textsuperscript{82} See Hasbrouck, supra note 5, at 1124–25 (arguing for the strength of Congress’s Thirteenth Amendment enforcement powers to regulate racist police practices).
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the risk that impressionable officers might be swayed by their violent and bigoted peers is too great to leave them in place.85

The truly vicious members of police departments can only abuse their authority to hurt people if we allow them to remain in authority. They can only sway their impressionable peers if they remain peers to those officers. This is hardly a sufficient solution to remove all the rot from police departments and culture. American policing’s racist and classist origins are too strongly connected to the present for that.86 But it is necessary if police departments are to both exist and become something other than a violent tool for suppressing marginalized communities.

2. The Police Can’t Attack People They Don’t Engage. — For Black Americans, the relationship between police attention and violence is obvious.87 The constant — and entirely legal — police surveillance of Black communities that so often leads to violence is itself a tool of racial subordination.88 This is hardly surprising for an institution with its roots in slave patrols.89 American police tactics have many of the hallmarks of an occupying army.90 This approach fits with America’s generally colonial relationship with its Black and Brown communities.91 Police patrol more aggressively, and deploy more militarized units, in

85 See Redditt Hudson, Opinion, I’m a Black Ex-Cop, And This Is the Real Truth About Race and Policing, VOX (July 7, 2016, 11:22 AM), https://www.vox.com/2015/5/28/8660197/race-police-officer [https://perma.cc/Z6VT-CRM4] (“15 percent of officers will do the right thing no matter what is happening. Fifteen percent of officers will abuse their authority at every opportunity. The remaining 70 percent could go either way depending on whom they are working with.”).

86 See Hasbrouck, supra note 5, at 1114–21 (tracing the throughline of racist police practices from the slave patrols to mass incarceration).

87 Cf. Devon W. Carbado, From Stopping Black People to Killing Black People: The Fourth Amendment Pathways to Police Violence, 105 CALIF. L. REV. 125, 130 (2017) (“African Americans often experience the Fourth Amendment as a system of surveillance, social control, and violence, not as a constitutional boundary that protects them from unreasonable searches and seizures.”).

88 See Butler, supra note 4, at 1425 (“The most far-reaching racial subordination stems not from illegal police misconduct, but rather from legal police conduct.”).


91 See Max Rameau, Community Control over Police: A Proposition, NEXT SYS. PROJECT (Nov. 10, 2017), https://thenextsystem.org/learn/stories/community-control-over-police-proposition [https://perma.cc/STCJ-4VPF] (“In form and in function, Black communities are a domestic colony inside of the United States. If Black communities are a domestic colony, then that colonial relationship of exploitation and oppression is maintained by an occupying force: the police.”).
Black neighborhoods.92 These tactics, predictably, lead to adversarial and often violent confrontations in marginalized communities.93 Schwartz documents the ways such overpolicing leads to opportunities for abuse in her discussion of the Bronx Narcotics Unit (pp. 209–11). Racial justice advocates frequently call for an end to the overpolicing of Black communities.94

To make Black communities — and by extension, America generally — safer, police need to change the way they engage with those communities. The two most obvious ways police could change their approach to engaging with Black communities would be to (1) shift their patterns of patrol and response to mirror those applied in white communities and (2) change their policies on the use of force.

In white communities, police primarily act by responding to calls for help as service providers.95 Rather than using police resources primarily to harass people through investigative stops, suburban police spend more of their time investigating serious crimes.96 That’s not to say that

92 See Robin Smyton, How Racial Segregation and Policing Intersect in America, TUFTS NOW (June 17, 2020), https://now.tufts.edu/2020/06/17/how-racial-segregation-and-policing-intersect-america [https://perma.cc/ETW6-QVYD] (noting that police resources in marginalized communities are directed toward invasive investigatory stops at the expense of response to community calls for help); Nsikan Akpan, Police Militarization Fails to Protect Officers and Targets Black Communities, Study Finds, PBS (Aug. 21, 2018, 12:40 PM), https://www.pbs.org/newshour/science/police-militarization-fails-to-protect-officers-and-targets-black-communities-study-finds [https://perma.cc/4Y6Y-C6A5] (“In at least one state — Maryland — police are more likely to deploy militarized units in black neighborhoods, confirming a suspicion long held by critics, the study found.”).

93 See, e.g., Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw et al., Ctr. for Intersectionality & Soc. Pol’y Stud., Say Her Name: Resisting Police Brutality Against Black Women 10–13 (2015), http://static1.squarespace.com/static/53f20d9e4b0b80451188d8c/t/55a81d074b058f342f58873/1457077719984/AAPF_SMN_Brief_full_singles.compressed.pdf [https://perma.cc/2PQW-G6UL] (including several examples of Black women whose deaths resulted from otherwise typical traffic stops).
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96 See Eddie Kim, The Case for Defunding Police Is in Our Affluent White Suburbs, MEL (2020), https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/the-case-for-defunding-police-is-in-our-white-affluent-suburbs [https://perma.cc/qYYQ-ZY7M] (“White, wealthy suburbs are safe because they benefit from two world-shifting factors: 1) the police harass less and solve more serious crimes; and 2) there’s significant funding for municipal and social services, whether that’s schools or health-care facilities or simply park space.”).
suburban police lack the racism of their inner-city counterparts — when they do make quality-of-life arrests, they disproportionately target Black people. Yet redirecting resources away from investigatory stops and quality-of-life arrests to the investigation of serious crimes would address not only the overpolicing problem experienced in Black communities, but the underpolicing one, too. If we are to have police, responding to incidents of violence and investigating serious crimes should be their baseline function, not markers that indicate which side of the color line a community falls on.

Police use-of-force rules also require a reevaluation. The current militarization of police does little to protect officers — if it protects them at all. Yet a cottage industry of police training courses teaches officers to prepare for every situation as if it were about to turn violent. That hostile approach acts as a barrier to calm engagement with the community. These “warrior cops” don’t even show the same restraint we demand of soldiers in a war zone. As retired Marine Kevin Mott noted, “[N]ot every provocation requires an immediate response.” Police can survive tense encounters without emptying their clips at the

97 See Brenden Beck, Broken Windows in the Cul-de-Sac? Race/Ethnicity and Quality-of-Life Policing in the Changing Suburbs, 65 CRIME & DELINQ. 270, 278 (2019) (reporting study results showing that while Black people were arrested for quality-of-life crimes at 2.7 times the rate of white people in large cities, they were arrested at 4.5 times the rate of white people in the average suburb).

98 See Jenée Desmond-Harris, Are Black Communities Overpoliced or Underpoliced? Both., VOX (Apr. 14, 2015, 1:30 PM), https://www.vox.com/2015/4/14/8411733/black-community-policing-crime (perma.cc/H9FC-T6AR) (“Imagine knowing that law enforcement officials in your neighborhood ‘think you’re all scum,’ and doggedly pursue you and your friends for things like marijuana possession and loitering, but check out when it comes to holding people accountable for actual violence . . . .”).


100 See id. (quoting Minneapolis Mayor Jacob Frey saying in 2019: “When you’re conditioned to believe that every person encountered poses a threat to your existence, you simply cannot be expected to build out meaningful relationships with those same people . . . .”).

101 See Mott, supra note 101 (“If ‘do no harm’ is the spirit of addressing a mistrustful community, then rules of engagement should guide those with the power to end life on how to behave. Military rules of engagement establish explicit escalation criteria and require service members to exhaust all nonviolent options before resorting to force.”); ML Cavanaugh, Opinion, To Reduce Wrongful Shootings, Police Can Learn from Our Soldiers, GAZETTE (Mar. 17, 2019), https://gazette.com/to-reduce-wrongful-shootings-police-can-learn-from-our-soldiers/article_e0c4973e-dee8-4b66-b731-434ad2654d0.html (perma.cc/BVQ4-EXRZ) (referencing an engagement in Iraq when soldiers demonstrated restraint to avoid unnecessarily escalating a potentially violent situation).

102 Mott, supra note 101.
first sign of danger. More importantly, they can avoid violating the civil rights of countless ordinary, law-abiding citizens by keeping their guns holstered until they’re sure they need them. If we are going to have police, we should expect them to not only exhibit self-control, but also be competent at de-escalation.

We can and should demand better from our police in their interactions with our communities. A more community-oriented approach can make both police and the general public safer. Rather than treating marginalized communities as colonized people to be occupied, our police should treat the whole public as worthy of respect and protection. And rather than treating every stranger as a potential assailant, police should practice de-escalation at every opportunity, refraining from lethal force as all but the last option.

3. The Police Can’t Shoot People if They Don’t Have Guns. — It would be utterly foolish to believe that police violence and racism would disappear simply by disarming police of guns. The Alabama Highway Patrol demonstrated their capacity for brutality with tear gas and billy clubs when they attacked voting rights marchers on Bloody Sunday. Baltimore police were perfectly capable of killing Freddie Gray by slamming him around unsecured in the back of a van. New York police were up to the task of killing Eric Garner barehanded. If we don’t address the violence and racism at the root of policing in America, police will continue to find ways to hurt and kill people — disproportionately Black and Brown — no matter how we equip them.
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106 See Maryam Aziz, Calls to Disarm the Police Won’t Stop Brutality and Killings, WASH. POST (Apr. 18, 2021, 6:00 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2021/04/18/calls-disarm-police-wont-stop-brutality-killings/ ("While national attention on police brutality often focuses on guns and violence by armed police, officers also use potentially lethal unarmed tactics that disproportionately target African Americans — and these matter as well.").
107 See Sydney Trent, John Lewis Nearly Died on the Edmund Pettus Bridge. Now It May Be Renamed for Him., WASH. POST (July 26, 2020, 11:10 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/history/2020/07/26/john-lewis-bloody-sunday-edmund-pettus-bridge/ ("The protesters crossed the county line on their march to the state capital in Montgomery, and the troopers fired tear gas as they stampeded on horseback through the demonstrators. They swung their billy clubs wildly, battering activists to the ground.").
108 See German Lopez, The Baltimore Protests over Freddie Gray’s Death, Explained, VOX (Aug. 18, 2016, 9:38 AM), https://www.vox.com/2016/7/12/18089322/freddie-gray-baltimore-riots-police-violence ("Freddie Gray suffered a fatal spinal cord injury on April 12 when he was tossed around the back of a police van. He was shackled by his hands and feet but unrestrained by a seatbelt, which meant he couldn’t protect himself from the impact as he crashed into the interior of the vehicle.").
But we can stop some of the most senseless police violence simply by taking guns out of police officers’ arsenals.\textsuperscript{110} Two of Schwartz’s anecdotes illustrate the need for this change well. Imagine if the deputies who barged on Andrew Scott’s door were unarmed (pp. 49–51). Rather than immediately reacting to the sight of Scott’s gun by firing on him, the deputies would have had to choose whether to retreat or try to reason with Scott. Either choice would likely have left everyone involved alive. Similarly, Ryan Cole, who was holding his gun to his own head when police gunned him down from behind, could potentially have been persuaded—or even forced—to drop his weapon without any shots being fired (p. 80). Perhaps a person in a clearly agitated state of mind like Cole presented more of a threat than Scott, but it should also have been clear that his primary threat was to himself. To quote Judge Martin, if cops like the ones who shot Andrew Scott can do so simply because an American has a gun, “then the Second Amendment . . . [has] little effect.”\textsuperscript{111} Regardless of the wisdom of the Second Amendment’s modern interpretation, it shouldn’t apply only to allow ordinary people to hurt each other yet become dead letter when a cop wants to kill one of them. Yet armed and unaccountable police make it so.

Guns aren’t essential to policing.\textsuperscript{112} Several nations maintain unarmed police forces, some of them with similar legal systems, racial and ethnic diversity, and gun ownership rates to the United States.\textsuperscript{113} In those nations, police shootings are strikingly rare.\textsuperscript{114} The difference is not merely one of equipment, but the alternative approach to public safety that unarmed policing requires.\textsuperscript{115} Disarming the police is best seen not as a policy to implement in isolation, but as a necessary piece
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of a broader package of reforms. By focusing on holistic policies that actually make the public as a whole safer, we can reduce our reliance on carceral violence.

Disarming police can also make police officers themselves safer. Policing is not a uniquely dangerous job to begin with — while fatal injuries are more common than in typical employment, the rates are comparable to those for HVAC installation workers. Police fatalities do not even primarily result from violent encounters. While American police and their defenders might argue that this is precisely because they are armed, police in countries that routinely make use of unarmed officers perceive themselves to be safer without guns. And they may well be right — armed police raise the stakes for law enforcement encounters, both incentivizing members of criminal organizations to carry guns and raising the tension for everyone involved, including law-abiding gun owners. Reducing tension during police encounters makes both police and the public safer.

---
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Disarming police does not have to mean the total disarmament of the department, but rather restricting firearms to specially trained response teams, as other countries with unarmed patrols do. That alone would require most police officers to approach most situations with unarmed tactics, calling for armed response only when the danger to the public truly warranted it. This would require a shift in our public safety approach to treat police not as an occupying force in a warzone, but as genuine protectors of the citizenry against extreme threats. If we are to have police, unarmed officers would be a significant improvement to public safety over armed ones.

B. Full Abolition: Or, The Police Can’t Hurt Anyone if There Are No Police

But then, nothing in our system of government requires that we have police. Indeed, our system of government came about before anything resembling our system of policing existed in much of the country. Prior to the 1830s, free people in the United States were not subject to roving patrols of government agents. Instead, public safety was a job for night watchmen, who were mostly volunteers, while constables acted as agents for the court by serving warrants. While the watch might respond to a fire or violent incident, or public order crimes in the streets, they were not tasked with seeking out criminal activity or making arrests. When it was necessary to seize a criminal, the act was often a
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126 See Seth W. Stoughton, The Blurred Blue Line: Reform in an Era of Public & Private Policing, 44 AM. J. CRIM. L. 117, 123 (2017) (“Although their duties overlapped to some extent, and although those duties included some aspects of modern policing, neither sheriffs, constables, nor the early American watch system could be clearly identified as the primary provider of law enforcement services.”; Waxman, supra note 6 (“The first publicly funded, organized police force with officers on duty full-time was created in Boston in 1838.”).
127 See Waxman, supra note 6 (“Towns also commonly relied on a ‘night watch’ in which volunteers signed up for a certain day and time, mostly to look out for fellow colonists engaging in prostitution or gambling.”; Gary Potter, The History of Policing in the United States, Part 1, EKU ONLINE (June 25, 2013), https://ekuonline.eku.edu/blog/police-studies/the-history-of-policing-in-the-united-states-part-1 [https://perma.cc/RL2Q-UHP9] (“Augmenting the watch system was a system of constables, official law enforcement officers, usually paid by the fee system for warrants they served.”).
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matter of community participation through the “hue and cry” or *posse comitatus*. Early American justice — particularly in the Founding era — did not contemplate modern police. While the slave patrols of the South did act as roving, prying enforcers, their targets were not people to whom the Bill of Rights was generally understood to apply. The Reconstruction Amendments aimed to formally end the dichotomy of citizens and slaves with distinct rights and obligations, leaving only a single class of free men; it hardly follows that the system of law enforcement built to control enslaved people should be expanded to regulate the new whole.

Since policing is neither constitutionally necessary nor a logical modernization of early American public safety practices, we should interrogate whether it serves our society well. Abolitionists have examined the harms policing and its inherent hierarchical violence bring about and found it ill-suited to our society’s needs. A system born of controlling enslaved people and refined through the lessons of colonial occupations and counterinsurgency is simply beyond reform, if its purpose is to promote public safety in a free society. Abolition, then, counsels that we should not only tear down that institution, but also replace it with others designed to affirm life and liberty.

That is not to say that there cannot be some system of law enforcement. Rather, it is an insistence that it be one conceived for the protection of free people in a generally egalitarian community. The Founding era’s systems of sheriff, constable, and watch relied upon the cooperation
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of citizens for their mutual protection. That system would surely need some modernization, but it is not without analogs in today’s America. In the Brooklyn neighborhood of Brownsville, an organization called Brownsville In Violence Out regularly takes over public safety from the New York Police Department for days at a time. The organization’s staff and volunteers stand watch in the neighborhood, intervening to de-escalate and prevent violence — all without any arrest powers. Rather than rely on the official authority of a badge and the threat of a gun, community members leverage their credibility to convince their neighbors to cool off rather than engage in violent and criminal acts. During Brownsville In Violence Out’s five-day watch, police even route all 911 calls from that area to civilians. Similar community responder models are growing across the country. Key to the success of such programs are “credible messengers” — community members with their own personal experience of involvement with the justice system. Such programs aren’t a replacement for all of the functions of police, but as part of a network of new institutions, they could be a significant piece of an abolitionist public safety model.

Such a model could still have some space for professional guardians who respond to serious violence to protect the general public. Depending on the system’s model for adjudicating serious community harms, it could also have room for public officials with the power to execute warrants for searches and arrests. Separating the roles of community watch, violence response, and investigation and arrest into different organizations also has the potential to avoid or remedy the abuses police sometimes engage in. If a member of the watch becomes a proverbial bad apple and perpetuates the sorts of violence the model is meant to

---
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prevent, the institution tasked with investigating and remediying that member’s abuses is not the watch itself. An abolitionist public safety institution has no special need to be rooted in the Founding-era institutions of the Northeast, but they can stand as an example of how community and state organizations can cooperate to promote public safety without roving, armed government agents interfering in people’s daily lives.

Any abolitionist public safety institutions should also be conceived with an understanding that public safety means more than just protection from violence.146 “A comprehensive approach to public safety comports with the basic program of abolition democracy: building institutions to promote the respect, education, economic security and resources, civil rights, and franchise necessary to ensure universal free, informed, and active participation in all significant aspects of public life.”147 Because most of the material conditions necessary for free participation in public life are also necessary to keep individuals healthy and secure, abolitionist public safety must aim to assist people in providing for their material needs. Critically, though, all of these systems would reduce incidents of police abuse by removing the rationale of enforcing economic hierarchies and by doing so greatly reduce the need for civil rights lawsuits against the police.

C. But Who Will Intervene when Violent People Strike?

Critics of police abolition will be quick to ask the question that provides this section’s title. Abolitionists should take it seriously.148 There are many answers that form part of the abolitionist vision, many of which would work in concert. Community responder models like those discussed above can work to de-escalate violence before it becomes serious.149 New institutions supporting public safety through tending to the material and social needs of communities can minimize the conditions that lead to violence.150 And ultimately, it might even be that, as in countries with unarmed police, a special response unit is called out to respond to the most serious violence.151 The possibility of using some sort of proportionate response to serious violence does not, however,
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justify the continued presence of roving, armed government agents throughout our allegedly free and open society.

Tragically, the same question asked of abolitionists as a gotcha could be turned around nearly seamlessly on the status quo. The police do not protect us from violence today. Even the most serious attacks can take minutes to draw a police response. Whether those minutes are fast enough could depend entirely on the courage and initiative of the officers who respond. Police can help, if they’re in the right place and willing to. But they often aren’t, and many of the most serious crimes go unsolved even with the extraordinary resources police departments have today.
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The question of what to do about the violent few is a serious one, but not as urgent as abolition’s critics would imply. Abolition is meant to be not an overnight change whereby all harmful systems are eradicated, but a gradual process of replacing them with more just and equitable institutions. The successes that violence interrupters and other abolitionist antiviolence programs are already seeing today can be replicated, expanded, and refined. As we observe their successes and failures, we can improve them, eventually creating institutions that can meaningfully reduce the harms of violence in our communities.

**CONCLUSION**

*Therefore this is what the Lord says:* “I will bring on them a disaster they cannot escape. Although they cry out to me, I will not listen to them.”

— Jeremiah 11:11

As long as we have police, I fear they will continue to — even if unconsciously — act as a revanchist force for the heirs of the slaveholders’ hierarchy. But I will continue to advocate for abolition and reconstruction, because I believe in building a better world. I will continue to support nonreformist reforms and community-driven solutions, because even if they stop short of full abolition, they have great potential to improve the lives of many people in our communities.

Schwartz offers a compelling diagnosis of the problems in our system of holding police accountable for civil rights violations. Her work in *Shielded* makes the topic of police liability accessible to general readers without neglecting academic rigor, hopefully educating and inspiring
more people to join the struggle. She deftly mixes storytelling and empirical research to both humanize the issues she discusses and demonstrate that the stories she tells are not exceptional. She also offers a comprehensive set of recommendations for alleviating some of the barriers to recovery and accountability she identifies.

While I remain skeptical that her proposals would meaningfully lead to changes in police practice because of the additional barriers examined in section II.A, I do believe they could at least provide some monetary redress to people who suffer at the hands of police. That alone would be an improvement over the status quo, even if police attitudes and behaviors remained impossibly entrenched. I could accept Schwartz’s program as the compromise reached during my lifetime while others carry on the work of building an abolitionist future after I’m gone. But knowing what I do about the power and motivations behind American policing, I could not in good faith advocate for Schwartz’s suggestions as an opening position in negotiations. The stakes of abolition are too high for that.